
Two new routes in Romsdal:
Kongen and Mongejura
Brian Thompson

Earlier in the summer of 1967, we had heard of Tony Roward's ascent of the
East face of Kongen---one of our objectives for the season-and were thus
relieved on arriving in the Romsdal to learn that the direct route was still
unclimbed, as they had had to avoid the main overhang on account of shortage
of artificial equipment and poor weather.

David Walsh, John Stanger and I therefore decided to go into training by
putting up a new route on the South face of Mongejura, a fine line which gave
us three days of beautiful, hard, free climbing on 22-24 July.l Subsequently,
we discovered that Jon Teigland was on the Kongen face, and again it was
something of a relief to learn that his party had been forced to return from
below the roof when they dropped their bolts. Ris suggestion that we join
forces for another attempt was an ideal solution, since he not only knew the
route to the roof and had plentiful equipment, but was also to prove during the
climb a perfect companion and exceptionally fine mountaineer.

The first ascent of the East face
of Kongen direct
One of the beauties of climbing in Norway is its simplicity: we went by car
practically to the foot of the East face on 4 August 1967, and started climbing
without more ado after a pleasant hour's walk through pine forest. Typical of
Norway, the approach slabs are very easy-angled and height can initially be
gained without much difficulty. Joe Brown and Tom Patey had been on this
part of the face and told us that the rope was needed only in one place, which we
identified, after about 1000 ft of climbing, by a cigarette end in the mud, Joe's
trade mark. As it had by now started to rain, however, the steep vegetated slabs
above became very slippery, and we decided at the top of this section to abseil
off, soaked through as we were.

Three days later, on 7 August, we were back again, with the objective of
retrieving our equipment, but once back on the face at Roward's first bivouac,
we decided it was as easy to stay there to dry out the gear, and then carry on.
The next morning, 8 August, was clear and beautiful with valley cloud slowly
rising. The change in angle here was quite abrupt. The wall above looked
formidable and way above were the big overhangs. On his previous attempt
Jon Teigland had climbed a wide crack for 200 ft. This had needed a great
number of bongs, which we didn't have, so we decided to try an indefinite
crack line further left, hoping that much of it would go free. After 200 ft of

1 See A.J. 73. 103-4 for technical notes.



77 KOlIgen, East face The arrows show the position of the roof. The East face
of Bispen is on the left. Photo: John matt. Reprinted from A.J. 73. [23]

free climbing we had to start pegging. I was elected to lead this, my only
qualification being that I appeared to hit my thumb less frequently than the
others. The next 300 ft took a long time, as all the cracks were thin and we hadn't
many knife-blades. It was nece sary to climb in relays, the last man passing
all the extracted pegs up to me so that I could nail another 30 ft or so.

The cracks ended at a slab topped by a nasty blank roof. As I had run out of
ideas, I belayed on three knife-blades and brought up Jan. There seemed to
be no chance of going up, down or sideways without drilling for bolts. Away



78 The hllge roof 011 KOllgell Brian Thompson leading. Photo: Dave \""alsh

to the right was the top of the wide crack which he had previously climbed,
but the intervening 60 ft was a blank wet wall without a crack in it and I couldn't
see any way across it. In his beautifully phrased English, Jon said 'I will climb
across there, Brian', and, amazingly, he then did just that. I've rarely seen
anything 0 impres ive as him leading that pitch, climbing perfectly, in huge
boots on rounded wet holds and never faltering until he had laybacked the
last part of the crack on the far side to reach a good ledge and our second
bivouac. \·Vhile tllis was going on, David, also belayed to my three peg, wa
bringing up John, the world' champion depegger. We all reached the bivouac
ledge by early evening and settled down to a good meal and sleep. The night
was clear and morning again beautiful.

This third day, 9 August, we planned a follows: John and I would climb
directly to the roof, about 300 ft above, while David and Jon fixed the hammocks
in a diedre a little to the right of and 100 ft below it. V\ e (the roof party) would
put in gear to start the roof, arrange a good belay beneath it, fix a rope between
the roof and the hammocks as an abseil guide and fix another one to enable us
to prusik up to the roof from the hammocks in the morning.

I won't forget my first sight of that roof from beneath. It looked a huge, nasty,
black mess of rotten rock and I made up my nlind not to lead it at any price.
When we roped down to the hammock I announced my decision, which was
blandly ignored except for Jon, who muttered ome nicely rounded phrases
about 'It is your privilege, Brian'.

The night in the hammocks wa really comfortable and we cooked a huge
upper, stoves precariously balanced on laps, and drank pints of tea-which

later proved a mistake, as we ran out of water before finishing the climb.
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At 6am David, never at his best in the morning, was induced to begin the prusik
to the roof belay. We had described this in glowing terms as quite commodious;
he did in fact stand on one foot for nearly eight hours, alternating from left
to right of course, as he takes his comfort seriously. About 7.30am I finally
admitted to being awake, and after the traditional hearty breakfast, set off up
the fixed rope. David who was now seeing the roof close up for the first time,
had fitted himself up with six separate belays and donned thick leather gloves,
all calculated to inspire the leader with confidence.

Well, even the best delaying tactics must end some time and eventually I
started to climb to the roof. In the first crack I was able to use a huge bong
which I had been trying to get rid of for some time. The first section of the roof
was a horizontal crack in poor rock, in which I placed wedges and the occasional
thread. This first 30 ft was not too bad as it was still possible to place the feet
against the rock. The side wall gradually receded, however, and left me hang
ing free in as many ropes as I could arrange. Round the lip of the first part of
the roof was somewhat risky as the cracks were jammed with loose rock which
all had to be shifted, and what was left was far from solid. After the first lip,
very deep debris-filled cracks led to a second overhang. The rock was very
poor and the only means of progress was to place bongs deep in the crack, tie
slings round them, and pull up by hand with feet and legs thrashing thin air.
The rucksack was left on a peg, as it was impossible to move with it on. During
this enthralling spectacle, the rest of the party were amusing themselves,
guessing how far the debris was falling before it bounced, and hence where I
would bounce when the whole lot collapsed. Eventually I was able to escape
onto the wall to the left of the cracks and climb on knife-blades and bolts to
a really good horizontal crack, where I placed three pegs and made myself
comfortable in tapes. I had run out 120 ft of rope, and after seven hours climbing
had had enough for a while.

David made short work of the roof and in a couple of hours was able to traverse
away from me along the lip of the overhangs to a small ledge. After Jon Teigland
arrived-hauling his huge sack behind him-I hurried after David trying to
reach the obvious ledges 100 ft above us. Meanwhile John depegged the roof
with his usual thoroughness, finishing it in total darkness. Unable to see the
pegs on the last 20 ft, he went down next morning and got them out.

Our efforts to reach easy ground that night were to no avail and we all spent a
rotten bivouac, belayed to two bolts on two minute ledges. Morning was again
fine and we were glad to set off about 4am. We now had no water left and we
were all rather tired. As we had expected, the climb now developed into a
series of magnificent chimney pitches; these were led by Teigland, the only

II
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one with any steam left, and eventually gave way to easy scrambling to the
summit and gallons of snow-melt water for brews.

I need not describe the feeling of elation at having completed a new route, and
we also had another reason to feel deeply satisfied at a job well done-we had
by now dried out all our gear, including Jon Teigland's long white underpants
which were so enormous we could never have allowed them to hang up outside
our tent in the valley!

The first ascent of the West diedre,
Mongejura
A year later, in August 1968, John Stanger and I were again in the valley, this
time with Mike Burt, on his first visit and duly impressed by the surrounding
walls. I had hinted at a new route but as I was only a few weeks out of plaster
from a ski-ing accident, I don't think Mike had attached much weight to my
words.

John was, as always, eager to get going, so on 17 August we gathered together
our climbing gear and enough food for four or five days and were off up the
valley to have a look at our proposed route on Mongejura, the huge diedre
topped by a great black roof, which bounds the West face on its north side.
Three hours of flogging up steep grass and scree through pines and scrub
brought us to a 200 ft rock step below a wooded terrace, leading into the diedre.
This step, the only difficulty on the approach, is unpleasantly loose, but once
on the terrace we were able to dump the gear and take a close look at the diedre,
which instead of the nice, clear corner we had hoped for proved to be a mess of
loose overhanging cracks choked with vegetation and streaming with water.
As there was no chance of climbing this direct, we decided to try the left wall
and perhaps gain the diedre above the first overhang. A preliminary sortie in
the evening showed us a possible line.

The bivouac was so comfortable that it was 9am before we started climbing.
Even at that late hour, 2000 ft of vertical rock looks pretty uninviting, and we
began unenthusiastically, to say the least. After a few hundred feet of loose
cracks and grassy ledges, varying in difficulty from III to AI, we reached the
steep left wall of the diedre. It now became obvious that we would not be able
to traverse into it so we gave up any idea of reaching the great roof. The wall
below this roof is loose, wet and overhanging and awaits the attentions of a



79 Mongejura showing the West diedre (left) and the South face (right), with
route and bivouac. Photo: Andalsnes Foto

dedicated band of oilskin-clad pegger. ot having our oilskins, we decided to
concentrate on climbing the left wall, which now rose above u in a magnificent
sweep of slabs, to join the West ridge above its overhanging section. v\ e
bivouacked poorly below a rather nasty looking crack, a we had no wi h to
spend a night dangling. Our ledge was rather restricted but, being the only one,
o was our choice. .

John, full of beans, was away at about J oam to tackle the crack. Pegging in loose
rock followed by difficult free climbing brought him to a good ledge below
big slabs (you always find a good ledge one pitch above a bad bivouac). Our
line was now obvious, and beautiful climbing on sound rock brought us in a
few hundred feet to a steep wall, a superb exposed traverse across which led to
ledges near the edge of the arete. To avoid messing about in the dark, we again
bivouacked early. This bivouac was fine and we had time to sunbathe and
cook our evening meal in comfort.

Our line on the morning of 19 August started with asqueeze behind a big
detached flake and continued along a short 'hairy' traverse on knife-blades
into a clean-cut diedre with trees directly below (rather like climbing on
Tremadoc but with the trees 2000 ft below instead). 'vVe hoped this diedre
would take us on to the crest of the ridge, but instead it ended at a huge flat
ledge, backed by an overhanging wall. Here there wa a choice of either



80 Mongejura, West diedre second day 'A clean cut diedre with trees directly
below.' Brian Thompson climbing. Photo: Mike Burt

penduluming to a thin crack, and pegging this to the ridge, or alternatively, of
pegging a crack direct from the ledge which, though it appeared to continue
to the ridge, was partly hidden by the bulge of the wall. one of liS being too
eager to do a 'flying trapeze' act, we decided on the direct crack. arrying a
heavy load I set off hopefully, only to come to a grinding halt at the point
obscured from below, where the crack in fact petered out. As I had already
pegged So ft and there appeared to be a ledge in another So ft, out came our
last resort; the bolts. After one bolt I had had enough, so John took over. He
placed five more, all we had, and till no peg crack. "'le were now out of water,
bolts and patience, so next day, on 20 August, we went down. The only bit of
the descent I remember vividly was coming last along the great traverse in the
only rain we had in a fortnight. We had, of course, left a great deal of gear on
the wall, knowing that this would force liS to return.



81 lVlolIgejura, West diedre: the Wall John. tllnger on the second llttempt.
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The local garage kindly let us use their tools to make some bolts and after an
uneasy rest day, during which we thought of nothing but our precious gear
on the wall, we went back to our climb on 23 August, this time carrying a gallon
of water each. We reached the big ledge, our previous high point, in a little over
a day's climbing and after a lengthy breakfast, John tackled the wall again. He
placed four more bolts and then performed some of the dodgiest pegging we
had ever done, using a complex system of shaky knife-blades and tape, which
only his devious Yorkshire mind could understand. He was then able to reach
holds and finish the wall free to a good ledge.

Meantime on the road below we could see half of the population of Andalsnes,
and were given the latest on the Russian invasion of Czechoslovakia, and a
weather report on the walkie-talkie. We also learned that some interprising
character was charging a kroner a look through a telescope.

To save time, Mike al)d I decided to climb the pitch with our rucksacks on,
and I finally collapsed on to the ledge after depegging the wall, to be handed the
best cup of tea I have ever tasted. Vole were now on the ridge and, from the look
of the rock above liS, the difficulties were virtually over, so we settled down in
good heart to a comfortable bivouac. Next day, on 26 August, two rope lengths
of fine climbing (about IV and \ ) brought us to steep broken ground leading
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to the summit, where w7. spent the next four hours sunbathing and finishing
off the remainder of our food before starting the tedious descent to the valley,
of which the least said the better.

After our initial disappointment at being unable to climb in the back of the
diedre, we were delighted to have found such a beautiful line up its left wall.
The section of the climb where we had to use bolts was undoubtedly the crux;
apart from this pitch the artificial pitches were not technically difficult. The
free climbing was of a good standard, mainly on sound rock but nowhere of
extreme difficulty. This sort of route emphasises the need to be prepared for
any kind of climbing when wandering about on such big faces.

SUMMARY-Norway, Romsdal, Isterdal valley.
Mongejura, c. 6000 ft. South face, first ascent. 22-4 July 1967. B. Thompson,
J. Stanger, D. Walsh, ED. 4000 ft. See A.J. 73. 103 for technical note.
Kongen, c. 7000 ft. East face direct, first ascent 7-11 August 1967. Thompson,
Jon Teigland (Norway), Stanger, Walsh. ED. 3500 ft, of which initial scram
bling 1200 ft. See A.J. 73. 104 for technical note.
Mongejura. West diedre, first ascent. 19-21 and 23-26 August 1968. Thomp
son, Stanger, Mike Burt. ED. 3700 ft. of which initial scrambling 2000 ft. See
p 171 below for technical description.
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